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some and largely attended affair.
111(WIL"49
with the charming knee hostess
Crescendo Club.
were: Misses Inita Billings, Irene
Lugeria Billings, Ethel VarShepard,
enterbe
will
The Crescen-do club
Margaret
1-Foianns, Lillian Emery,
bk,
tained Thursday afternoon by Miss
Hannis,
Nellie Burger, Mime
Jennie
parher
tome
of
Julia Dabney at the
Morrison and Earl
McMahan,
Beulah
ents, Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Dabney,
John
Morrison,
Phillip McCox,
musical
The
street.
of North Fifth
Morrison.
Murrell
Mahan,
program will be rendered by the taleiWartaatI
ented and popular little hostess.
Ladies.
Literary
elL-444L411W
A very entertaining paper was preChafing Dish Party.
Mrs. Annie Morrow TuesThe social and literary department soloed, by
morning
at the meeting of the
day
for the Senior Epworth league of the
"Henrietta de BalBroadway Methodist church, will Fri- Delphic club, on
while Miss Ethel
D'Emtragues,"
zac
day evening in the league parlors,
Morrow's presentation dwelt upon
'entertainment.
a
"chafiug
dish"
give
Queen, in Politics
Music and refreshments will be the "Marie de Medici,
and Queen-Mother."
order of the evening to uthich a corOne week from the anning Tuesdial invitation is extended all the
young people of the Church to attend. day evening the ladies of the club
will entertain with an informal recepNo charge is made.
tion at the Carnegie library building
%here their quarters are maintained.
Coming Wedding.
At that time Light refreshments will
Miss Cady Martin, of Kuttawa, and be served and each member permitted
Mr. G. B. Yopp, of this city, will be to bring two guests with them.
married next Wednesday afternoon
The club meets again the coming
at 3:30 o'clock at the home of tht Tuesday morning at this place.
bride, after whioh they come here to
sta.t•Z
taeide on South Twelfth street.
In Honor of Visitors.
•
The bride is a pretty and popular
MissBastien of MtIrphysyoung lady of that nearby city,
boro, Ill.,
while the groom is theoson_ of Mr. honored was. Wednesday evening the
guest for the car/ party
George Yopp, of 624 South Twelfth
tendered by her cousin, Nlise Edna
street, and a valued and esteemed at- Bergdoll, to many
friends at their
tache of the Miran:. Central railroad. home on
South Eleventh street. The
evening was most charmingly spent,
Epworth Entertainment.
and for the card game Miss Arizona
The Junior Epwoeth lengqe of the Blackburn took the ladies' prize,
Broadway Methodist church enter- while Mk. Harry Long captured that
tained qnite a party of friends Friday for the gentleman on cutting with
evening with a delightful literary and Mr. Joseph Rork.
musicale social at the Seneday 9thool
Delicious refrahments were served
annex of the church .burlifing; Mass the guests who were: Misses DorHappy Newell is lady director for othy Miller, Arizona Blackburn. Louthose of the junior league and con- ise Detzel, Maggie Lydon, Nierie
ducted the entertainment which was Roth, Hazel AShoff, Tibbie Bastien,
very enjoyable to all.
Ede Bergdoll; Messrs. George Moller,
Al Roth, Mel Byrd, liarraelsong, GifMagazine Club.
ford Blackburn and J. Li. Roth. .
Mrs. Samuel T. Hubbard, of Tenth
./ and jeperasein streets, will Thursday Secretly Married.
afternoon entertain the Magazine club
Miss Ivy Crowell and Mr. John I.
at which time opening •quotatione Dishon have pleasantly surprised
from Marion Crawford will be re- their many friends by announcing that
-"peated by the members at roll call. last Moaday in Princeton they were
Reports will be heard from Literary united is marriage before just a few,
Digest.
Everybody's, Booklewers, and have kept their nuptials a seBonkmart, Cosmopolitan. Century and cret evra since. At the tune of the
'Scribner's.
marriage they- were both up there for
Mrs. Saundere Fowler was hoetess a visit, but now they have returned
for this gathering. but is out of the and taken up their None at the resicity, -visiting in Evansville.
dence of the grooraka parents on the
North Side.
Surprise Party.
T.he charming and dainty young
A party of friends were charnsing bride is the pretty and popular daughly entertained Thuisday evening by ter of .Mr. J. S. Crowell, the ,well
Mr. and Mrs'. Neikirk, alter the known nearance MS= connected with
crowd swooped down eipon them eo the Prudential insurance 'company.
surpriee \heir sister, Miss Francee
Mr. Dishon is the efficient and enTSeiriage. Many amusernentsavere in, terprising stenographer and clerk for
dulged us during tire evening, while the local office of the Aycr-Lord Tit
light refre,hmerrits were .seryeti.
company, and quite popular with evThose present were: \Timm" Jetty everrbody. who extend congratulation
E. Harper. Ivy Young, lainnie Craig, upon being acquainted with the hapLaura IrleCatalleseS Mattie Taylor; py event that 'charmingly surprises
Mesdames A. B. harper and Frances all.
,Rainagt: Melors. Robert .'Vfalkins,
elW•raf-E1W
John Grief, Clarence La.5bel, Jail El- .Smitifland Nuptials.
liott, Ed Green, Oscar Loibels Cecil
Padre:all friend, the past week re.Gillum and Ralph Maos•
ceived invitations announcing that on
enatee#41x
January 31st there woukl be united in
Evening Dining. •
raarriage Miss Josephine Presnell
Mr. J. W. McIgnight Thursday acid Mr. Olver C. Laalwr, of • Smithevening at his home ein West Bread- land. The ceremony fierier. at 8:30
way en•tertained a 5111211 party of o'clock that evening in the- Methofriends, comphmentiary to the aeth dat chinch there, and will be quite a
anniverear,y of his birthday. it was social ere& of considerabk prOmi
a most enjoyable•gathering tligt par- fleece, lee contracting parties being
took .of many delicacies,,theine there among the leading young people of
being Major and Mts. J. H. Asher:di.
placc .aftee a bridal tour they
Rev. and Mire. T. J. Newell, MT. and learn to hntitillaan February re-th to
Mrs. A. B. Sowell, Mrs. George C Te. 5 tune their home. ,
Thompson. Mrs. Josephine Jacobs One of the prettiest and moit- popand Miss Fannie Taylor.
ular young ladies is the charming
MT. McKinght, althenah advanced bride. She is the daughter- of Mr.
in age, is very healthy aeule well pre- M. B. Presistil, manager of the -C.
served and bids fair to survive irony B. Davis mercantik establishment of
another similar treeasien. He is the that city. Mr. Isasher is 'recognized
well-known banker.
as one of the most capable and ris.er-e'setteslit
ing young attorneys of Western Ken
Evening at Dinner.
tecky, while in addition he with abilAt their hones- on North Sixth ity fills the editorial chair for the
street. Mr. and Mrs. Solomon enter- Livingston Banner, q newsy and valtained a number of friends Wednes- uable weekly publication of•that city.
ihty evening with a delightful dining, They have hosts of friends here
complimentary to Mrs. okaron Wed who wish thent
of isouieville, and Mies Clara Goldsmith of Cincinnati, Who are visiting Mrs. Rieke's Reception.
different friendis and relatives in the
city. White and red carnations com- One of the most beautiful and
posed a. inostsbeatitiful table decora- charming social functions of the prestion, while covers were set for ten. ent seasnp, and one largely attended
'atm Weil,, is a sister of Mr. Solo- by society of the city, was that of
nom and formerly lived here, while Mrs. Frank H. Rieke Thsusday -afMiss Goldarnith fifteen years ago re- ternoon from 3 until 5 o'clock at their
sided at Fourth and' Jefferson streets handsnme home on West Washington
street. The ordinarily beautiful inhere.
terior was greatly enhanced from its
illWe'e:arees
•
•
drawing
standpoint by the profusion
Afternoon With Music. a
with which the decorators, had util‘Wedneaelay afternoon at their bi- ized carnations
anti Southern 'millet
weekly gatheriag the Matinee .Mnsi- in
garlands and wreathe everywhere
elle 'club spent several 'hours over the in the hells, parlors
awl rooms, that
cernpoeition• adePeofieseor Harry Gil-

Special Sale 4
On Wall Paper.

SPRING
C OAKS
and SUIT

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
Wig BEEN-OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAR PAPS/.
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORD/A

TO

WATCH

FOR THE SrALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLORAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PL.

4aftaiousitift,

ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zi.4e PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 5 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL,ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN&

ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT st, lot, zsc, $ae

AND UP TO 63.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.

We expect a salesman

DESIGNS IN

NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS

CORNICE

OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS

from a large wholesale

•

AND—EVERY CONSIEVEMILII COLTO

MATCFL

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAP&..ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS ill'
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLOR&

cloak house in a few
days. If any one wish-

THE VERY

•
LATEST DE-

SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPER& WE ALSO FARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINDOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKILAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ';..ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND

ing to make an order

BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU

RIGHT AND

GIVE YOU THE BEAT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

for a Spring Suit or a

4+

Cloak will notify us, we
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

will let them know when
he comes.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

rwilisPoottbio

L. B. Ogilvie aiN Co

•9

BROADWAY AND FOURTH

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

presented a . bower of pink attraction. attractive mautiers. She is the daughMisses Belle Cave, Annie Mae Yei- ter of Mr. J. M. Kinney, a leading PADUCAH REAL
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARI11, EASII
ser and Car-tie Rieke assisted to re- business man of Bolivar.
ISONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
The reliable and sterling young
ceive in the hallway, while Mesdames
KENTUCKY REALESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
J. Victor Voris, Edmund P. Noble, greirm has made this city his home
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
and
tree
three
s
beyears
John G. Brooks and Louis M. Rieke, for the past
Sr., assisted the hostess in the front come well-known to everyb,1,i y who
fr.DG a` szt W W MEMO
PatAttakoatt. lie
parlor. Mesdames Charles Kiger, finds in him a energetic and cry proJames P. Smith, Henry Bradley and greesive young man hist* thought-of.
The couple are at home to their 11111111111111/v
Miss Claribel Rieke were in the dinAIMINI1111111111111
ing hall, where a centerpiece for the friends at itiot North Seventh street.
Condensed
Statement
of
Ilkattelli6111
tabl consisted of a silver epergue of
pink carnations. The punch bowl Birthday Anniversary.
was looked after by Mesdames RobIn honor of the seventh anniversary
ert I.. Reeves, Thomas C. Leech and
of his birth, Little Master Bobie
Clara Rieke Culley.
"•
avenue,
Paducah, Kentucky,
An excellent orchestra furnished the Bridges of eini Fountain
entertained
evening
.
quite
Tuesday
a
close
of business, Dec 30, 1905
at
music for the occasion, while during
the afternoon an elaborate course party of friends who remembered the
charming little host with many gifts.
RESOURCES
luncheon was partaken of.
evening was spent indulging in
The
Loans and Discounts
81 77.196 A
elWellet1W
all character of amusements and
Stocks and Bonds
2,830 114
To Move to Tem%
games, while dainty ices and' cakes
Furniture and Fixtures
2000 oo
Mr. and Mira Houston Fall of were served.
Cash and Exchange
S5,I78 32
Nashville, Tenn., are preparing to 'The guests were: %ems Dorothey
_
•
-•
1110.
move to Es P250, Texas, to reside. Dalton, Gace Norveil, Gertrude Lu.4
$237,206 20
and thie camas regret to their many
LIABILITIES.
friinels who will not have every opisintintred on Page Seven•)
Capital Stock
50,000 oo
portimity to visit them at that disUndivided Profits
3,563 ti
tant point. Mrs. Fall is the grandDeposits
183,643 09
daughter' of Captain and Mrs. John
\%'ebb of this city, and niece of Mrs.
$237,2o6.20
Robert B. Phillips. In speaking of
Telephone
Delivery—
758.
Free
A
DIVIDEND
OF
2%
PER
CENT
WAS
DECLARED
OUT
their contemplated move, the NashHaving secured the services of Mr.'
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
vitt Banner says as follows:
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLPERS
ENTITLED
"A/distinct social lose to Nashville John Niehaus, he would be pleased
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND
will be the removal to Eli paso. Tex., to meet his friends and old custota:
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier
of Mr. and Mrs. }Pouston Fall, who era, promising them the quickest set-ce and nothing but the best drugs
will make their future home in tha
city. Mk. Fall left Sunday night for at reasonable prices
.•
El- Paso and Mrs. Fall will be with
her pervert?, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
Parkers, until early iti the spring,
when she goes, to El Pa-so. Mx. Fall.
N‘4110 is one of the best known young
men of the city, with an enviable
business record. goes to accept a very
flattering offer. lie will be private
•
secretary to Ins• cousin, Mr. A. B.
Fall, who is general counsel for an
important railroad and leas other
large business interests in El Paso.

Ir.

MECHANICS' AND FAKMER.S
SAVINGS BANK •

HAYES

4

1

Seventh
and
Broadway.

MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,

--227--

Broadway,

AN....

Married at Bolivar.
At 8 p'clock Wednesday evening
Miss Virgie Kinney of Bolivar, Tenn.,
antis Mr. Anther Smith of this city,
were united in wedlock at the home
of the bride of that city, in the Presence of quiteon number of friends.
Rev. J. G. Williams of the Bolivar
Methodist church spoke the words
that united the two well-known people who immediately left for this city
which they reached Thurseiny:
The home-corning of the wellknown- groom With a happy bride was
write a joyful surprise to his tniany
friends as, he had proceeded en quieta
ly with hie plane that even intimate
acquaintancee knew nothing of his intentione.. '
Very beautiful and talented is, the
accomplished bride who bids fair to
became exceedingly popular-here, being endwise! vitt% -very ,winwing and
. -

Undertakers and Embalmers,
EDISON
30 SOUTH TH1RDTST ,
PADUCAH, KVSTANDARD
PHONOGRAPH MAIM, CHM & CO.
-0•070

Will bring pleasure LV your
home during ,the ipng winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.

J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLED
WM. MARBLE.

Lemon Chill Tonic

Hendrick Miller
and Marble.

IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD PEMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.

LAWYERS

T, a and
Warren & Warren ing,Rooms
Broadway.
523

3 Register

Build

1-3

Jewelers
403 Broadway

• Practice in all the courts of the
stita. Both pbones 31.
•

FOR SALE
STORES.
Subscribe for

AT

ALL DRUG

•

•

The Owners Want Our Building. We Must
Vacate in a Few Days.

BANKRUPTStocK

SCHVV

Must be closed out.This building has been leased to the Eley Dry Goods Co., and we must vacate. We zhave
re-marked the entire stock with one idea in view, To Sell it Quick, Cost or Value not Considered. !We',will not
continue this business, therefore must ge trid of this Bankrupt Stock.C_omeaand avail yourself of the BigiBargains

Nothing reserved, Everything mustfgo.
The only Bona Fide Bankrupt Sale ever held in Paducah. Merchants desiring any partof Schwab's Bankrupt Stock
can see same any morning between 8 and 9 o'clock.
lb Or

thatiallan1=======113131

These Prices Show a few of the Thousands of Bargains we Offer.
Furnishing Goods

lot Imported Balbrigan Undershirts,
Schwab's price $i. o, Bankrupt sale
price
480

-

so dozen Sh... ta, Schwab's price soc,
Baukrupt sale price
190

20

so dozen Shirts, Sehwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price
340

20

35 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price
58*

doz. Suspenders, Schwab's
soc, Bankrupt sale price

price

..19e

doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
75c, Bankrupt sale price ...29e
25 doz, fine half Hose, Schwab's
price toe, Bankrupt sale
price

3*

25 dog Overalls Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price
340

25 doz. fine

Overalls, Fillies
is dozen
Schwab's price $z.50,
Bankrupt tale pike

50

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 2t

35

doz. Handkerchiefs,
sale price

15
25 doz. Boys' Drawers, Schwab's
price eoc, Bankrupt sale
price

19e

Suits and Overcoats
UNION MADE

Boys' Waists
and Shirts

half Hose, Schwab's
price 25c, Bankrupt sale
price
90

make,

25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and drawers, Schwab's price 50c,
Bankrupt sale price
280

Schwab's price So.00,
Bankrupt sale price
$3.76
Schwab's price $15.00, Bankrupt
sale price .... $3.98 to $4:98
Schwab's price Mao,
Bankrupt sale price
$6.48
Schwab's price $22.50, Bankrupt sale
price ......$9.98 and $11.00
is dozen Suspenders, Schwab's price
25c, Bankrupt sale price
fie

Schwab's

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 500, Bankrupt sale
price
34(

Suits and
Overcoats
Schwab's price $7.5o, Bankrupt male
Price
$1.98 to $2.48

90

1

98e

Pants

Banner Brand, Schwab's price soc,
Bankrupt sale price, while they
last

7 1-20

Boys' White Launderied Shirts,
Cchwab's price 75c, quantity lintited, so you had better come early,
Bankrupt sale price
A few more of those excellent suits
which Schwab sold at $15 00,
for
$3.98
Men's odd Coats, heavy-weights,—Lot
No. r, Schwab's price $2.00, Bankrupt sale price, while they last
Lot No. 2, Schwab's price $3 00, Bank
rupt sale price
$1.48

Schwab's price ii.5o to $6.5o Bankrupt sale price ...49e to $3.19
Corduroy Pants, Schwab's price ix to
$x .o, Bankrupt sale Price • .490
Knee pants, Schwab's price 15C to $I,
Bankrupt sale Price 160 to 750
Corduroy Knee Pants .
29e

Fink's Celebrated
Union Made
Overalls
Schwab's price !Woo
Bankrupt
63c

st============

IllltllflhfllffllgllflfllfllflUUfldlUltfll

1

and:.Overcoats
UNION MADE

Suits

Schwab's Old Stand, 216 Broadway, Paducah,' Ky.
son, Mr. Bruce Philley, secretary of
the E. Rehkopf company of "his
city.
The funeral services will be held
this afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
reoidence there, with interment at the
STATE DEPUTY FITZGERALD
MOTHER OF MESSRS. GUS AND local cemetery.
WILL INSTAL OFFICERS
ELLIOTT SMITH PASSED
ORIENTAL BOOKS.
TODAY.
AWAY.
Some Valuable Volumes Purchased

COLUMBUS KNIGHT

DIED AT CADIZ

hausen, outside guard.; F. M. Fisher,
Micheal Williame and Thomas W.
Roberts, trusteee; Rev. H. W. Jensen,
chaplain.

RESCUE MISSION

as our God's offered btessings
and
prosperity is to the cheerful giver.
R. hVt CHILE
IDA B. CHILES,
Pastors.

Knights of Columbus.
REV. CHILES AGAIN APPEALS
Members of Pachicaili Council 1055
fd,echaullcaburg Methodist.
TO PUBLIC FOR MERITED
are directed; to attend vespers, Sunday
This morning at to:45 • o'clock
evening, January 2IOt , after which inHELP.
preaching will be conducted at the
ataliation ceremonies' will be conMechanicsburg Methodist church and
ducted by the state deputy at Elks'
again this evening at 7 :30 o'clock by.
J. T. DIONOVAN, G. IL
by Library Trustees.
I Members at St. Frances de Sales for hail.
Services Today at the Mechanicsburg Rev. J. W. Cantrell.
Father of Mr. Bruce Philley Died in
A. R. M'EYERS, Secy.
Worship,
and
Then
Proceed
to
Methodist church—Christian
Marshall County of Paralytic
Pre-indent E. W. Darby and others
Christian Science.
Carthe
for
Only
the
trustees
Saved
of
the
board
of
Elk's Hall.
Stroke.
Scientists.
Core..
Services
wll be held this morning
negie library have bought from Mrs.
Mr. Verities picked a large apple off
at to:3o o'clock by the Christiaa
Seymour, of a big publishing house,
the tree of life, but saved for himScientist, at 5rs Broadway. The subten volumes of a work pertaining to
A humble work has- been conducted)ject is "Love." Testimonial meeting
This evening at the Elks' hall on self nothing but theaeore. The part
!Yesterday morning at 6 o'clock atl the Oriental countries, China and
her home in Cadiz, Mn. Mary Smith Japers. It is one of the finest works North Fourth street there will be in- that ki good to eat he seems to have for the lest seven years at 431 South will be held next Wednesday night at
expired after a lingering illness with the country over, having been written stalled the officers who were elected missed almost altogether. He did a Third street, Paducah, Ky., by the 7:30 o'clock.
service to Chicago, but insisted on
infirmities produced by old oge. The by a distinguished gentleman who
several weeks ago by the Knights of exacting such a price for it as to writer and his gcNadi wife. Nothing
deceased is the mother of Mr. Gus !Tent thirty years in those distant
Mission Society.
When he has been done in a corner and we
The Home Mission society of the
It Smith, of the drug firm of Smith lands. The volumes portray Far Columbus but have never yet been turn it .into an injury.
was
there
Chicago,
with
trust ere this our people have seen the Broadway Methodist church will meet
iv/isipel of Fourth and Broadway in Eastern features so truly that the officially inducted into their respec- finished
nothing due him from that city ex- good resutia or Erie 7-hart:awry
lids city.
positions.
The
ceremonies
will
tive
sancand, un- at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
have
lands
those
officials of
Mks. Smith was sieventy-five years tioned; the work as being as near per- be presided over by Mr. J. J. Fitz- cept resentment. 19 it riot a mistake selfish 9ervice9 rendered during these the church. All member, are urged
to exact the whole reward of a great years and we, by there, mean to notify to attend.
of age and one of the most estimable fect as possible.
gerald of Louisville, who is the Kenand prominent ladies of that city. The volumes will arrive within the tucky deputy for the surpreme presi- public labor in cash? It is not a mis- you of an offered opertunity of makHer hand died ,rnatty years ago; next week or two and be installed dent of the United States,, and who take to exact the whole reward of a ing penninent this work in Paducah,
Church Building.
cash!'
in
she is survived be three Ions, Mr. in the library for use of the public arrived) here last night for this pur- great public labor
The Church Budding society of the
Ky., by purchasing the above mento
sence
beeter
not
it
Is
Gus Smith, Mr. allot Smith of here, at large.
pose,
and
also
to
attend take a modest fraction of one's pay tioned, property, adapted and properly First Presbyterian church - will meet
and Mr. George &filth of Cadiz, the
the cornerstone ,laying ceremonies of in the esteem of one's fellows? The located for the present need and room acnnorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock at
latter Of whom she made her home
the Elks. He accompanies Hon. men who made. the Subway succeed enough for the future growth of the the pastor's study. The lesson will
with. Mr. Elliott Smith travels out
0T MUCH DOING.
&obit W. Brown, the grand exalted in New York did the public a great city, at a cost of four thousand dol- he from the loth chapter of Luke.
for the Toriansliarber Hat company
ruler of the United States for the service. They seem bent on getting lars and retaining the services- of the
of EvaWille.
Things Very Quiet Upon the County Elks.
SHIP REMAINS.
present incumbents. We thirds the
every, last centr's worth of their re- property cheap enough and feet free
The Amoral services will be held, toat
the
gatlaer.
knights
wilt
the
AM.
Road Work Just Now.
ward in 021,h, so that when they have
day at Cadiz, where Mr. Gua Smith
catholic &web this evening for ves- Neutered and. rewatered and skipped to ash you to make sure the chance Body of Clyde Ray, Colored, 'rakes
and wife have bee* for the put
to ljerulersou Today.
Supervisor Bert Johnson is not pers, and When after worship proceed their enterprise, and got out, New by a liberal free will offering oulficent
week attending the bedside of their
to
pay
the
amount
and
have
property
where
they
hall
busy, at all now, as there Is hoffring id a, body to the Elks'
York may owe them not one earthly
This morning at 11:30 o'clock there
mother.
tlreir meetings, and at whicii this* eattept reeentment. And the. deeded i trust to trustees and their
to do for the conaty roads durieg this hold
,
will
be shipped to Henderson, Ky.,
We
urge
soccessors.
von
you
to
the
will
install
Pitzgeraki
re Mr.
period 'which it1 too cold BIS Ms
having loept Wee core—what will they mariatain the philanthropic spirit of tbe remains of Clyde Ray, the negro
cers, "it taking+ ablaut one hour to do with it?—Life
Paducalian's Father.
character of outside work. „The only
your city, by establishing a charitable who died here Their:day night at the
sea
Y,eoterclay morning word resched ringb ,ha to do now is to once
institution
in this place, that will be Illinois Central railroad hospital. His
*"AM 11e fegalfiletror ne-placed ' Last fall the Knights of Columbus
here from Coy, Marshall county, that
ELKS NOTICE.
co/tent-noble
and profitable to you and father yesterday telegraphed from
and
trrench,
local
the
^ the nrght before Mr. C. H. Phiitey some sewer piping that washes out, organized
ELKS!
THE
OF
posterity
for ever. The ex- Henderson ordering the remains is
your
MEMBERS
to
panted away at that place after a and put back in condition any road- chose officers to server until the first ALL ARE REQUESTED TP pense is nothing in comparison to the be forwarded to that place for interLODGE
for
officials
when
the
year,
strain
this
of
lingering libretto with viral** which way that may give away under
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not cotitaM More raasea,.• • yet - the expressed it !Wink' years ago; "It a your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and ashort
docket is crowded, is, th.at many gen- public truce." Press and people mean prices. Diathonds reset while you wait. We will take in excban-ge for
tlewomen prefer to suffer in silence to see'to it flint this ideal is clearly any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
perceived and lived up to. And not for, giving you full market value for same, which i about the same as
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work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
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TITSWORTH HELD

ACKET STORE
We offer some of the most attractive goods it has.
ever,been our pleasure to,own,
NEW .EMBRO

•

A" SPECIAL LOT OF FINE SWISS AND NAINSOOK MATCH
SETS DE 9NLEHIRD LESS THAN THE. REGULAR
PRICES.
MOST CIF PTHE SETS ARE IN THREE WIDTHS OF EDGING AND
AN INSERTION. PRICES RUM ABOUT.40E THIS:
NARROW ,EDINE i2y,c; M

JXIE, oc; WIDE EDGE asc.

NARROW EDGE, 20C; MEDIUM EDGE, 25C; WIDE EDGE, 35c.

111

NARROW EDGE, sac;

.CPCW,15c; WIDE EDGE, 48c.
AU41.1

THIS IS THE BEST VALE'WICsaMirle EVER OFFERED IN
THIS CLASS OF EMBROIDE Y. THE WIDER
ONES COME
ONLY IN 454 YARD PIECES. THE NARROWER ONES g YARD
PIECES
IT IS IMPORTANT TO SEE THIS LOT AT ONCE IF
INTERESTED IN FINE
EM431t0MERTES.

HAMBURG EMBROIDERIES.
A SPECIAL LOT OF SHOWY HAMBURGS.BOUR THOUSAND •
YARDS IN THE LOT—AT sc, 734c, roc, 15C. 20C, 25C AND 35c. THIS •
IS THE BEST LOT 9F THE KIND WE HAVE EVER SHOWN.

HAMBURG ALLOVERS.
SPECIAL LOT OF HAMBURG YOKING& OR ALLOVERS-TWENTY STYLES—AT 35c A YARD. THIS IS A SNAP.

NEW WASH GOODS SPECIALS
YARD WIDE FINE MADRAS CLOTH IN ALL SORTS OF NEAT
PRETTY DESIGNS SUCH AS FIGURES, STRIPES AND CHECKS,
AT 12%C A YARD—LIGHT COLORS ONLY.
THREE THOUSAND YARDS OF YARD WIDE PERCALES. ALL
NEW STYLES, BOTH LIGHT AND DARK, AT 1254c A YARD
BIG LOT NEW DRESS GINGHAMS, ALL NEW, AT toe A YD.
A BETTER GINGHAM (ALL NEW) AT ra%c.
THE CUT PRICES ON ALL CLOAKS, 45RESS SKIRTS AND
FURS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THIS WEEK
THE REDUCTIONS WE HAVE MADE ARE THE GREATEST EVER MADE
IN PADUCAH ON SEASONABLE GARMENTS

PURCULLMOMPSON

e Oiler $50 Reward

407 BROADWAY.

PADUCAH, KY.

WHY NOT PURCHASE YOUR
School Books and
Scbool Supplies at

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT,
THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON

WE

HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
WHAT YOU WANT

OTHER

\ SAY THEY SAVE MONEY

CUSOMERS

BY

DEALING

WITH US
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU"
All We ask is the Chance

Una—

X

MIAMSIAS.lailf*S*5.A.M.D.S.MM
ef15000
866156
a 666
6155

IMPORTANT
It is poor economy to have
your. watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.

a

Repairing Department

-rolon•NoroodIMIONINIMIIIP

J. L. WOL,FF
Jeweler
wiFgetkwkgrIwgavri;wwiswwii

PC4516,31454482.44s145145174

A. POLLOCK

XMAS IS GONE, BUT

Bleich's Jewelry Store
is still heilquarters for annhing
In the use.
224

broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.

k

"MIS

Biggest Stock • Satistactiou Guaranteed

Lowest _Prices

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

The Paducah Furniture Manufacttiring Co.
•

BOTH PHONES 73

SALES ROOMS 114-116-2o7-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

womnsErrimailimmi

My. R. F. Wade, Is4alcaceepee with
Paducah C
Railway.
Mits treedThiley, iiiookkeeper for
Noble & Exalt/.
Miss Sallie Forest, stenographer for
Noble & Exalt.
HUGE PILES BESIDW TRACK
THEY ARE GRADUALLY BEING
Miss Bessie Womble, etlerrographer
BEING LIFTED INTO THE
BROUGHT TO:. A.
for Southern Peanut Co.
CARS.
Ernest
Maddox,
Mb'.
bookkeeper,
CLO8E.%;
traveling for' Padtroals Saddle Co.
Mr. W. G. Dram, bookkeeper for Dispatchers for the N., C. & St. L.
Paibtkah Saddik Co.
Return From Inspection Trip—
d„ Examinations the .f/R1
.
1r3P1c.1.411
) Mir. S. A Sinnott, bookkeeper for
r40.
Mr. Egan Went Home.
Rudy-Phillips Co.
Diplomas Will
Next
M. Harry. F. Singleton, bookkeeper
Wee
and clerk for Paducah Banking Co.
The crew of Illinois Central railroad
Miss Nellie G-ockei, stenographer
laborers are saill•warking at Pryorsfor H. Wed & Sons.
Superintendent Salm*, j,
Miss
Teresa
Kirchoff, steno- burg, Ky., scooping up the coal that
was dumped there by the smashed
ton of the county richkelfs yesterday grapher for Rugby & Martin.
said that quite a smoulact.. of the. Miss Julia Lee, stenographer for cars when the wreck happened several 'nights ago. The coal is being
sawed, of the rurale,dilitilitig are. now Jos! R., Grogan, attorney.
closing, having run tbe,eix months
Miss Edna Herdy, bookkeeper, Mu- -scooped up with one of de; big steam
shovels and loaded onto other cars
session. Between reatvc ins the last tual Life Insurance Co.
ore
of March they will all elose so the
Mr. W. C. McGregor, bocaldkeeper so it can be shipped to its destination.
young men of the county can help for I. Niatiheins.
The cars were so badly splintered
set out crops and•work during eha • Miss Eseella Kett4er, stenographer
That the men are burning them in
summer monthly, AtAttin their assist- for }ILE. H
& Co.
ance is mostly needed.
Mr. Lutbar Buichanan, bookkeeper heaps so as to reduce the timber to
run six for "Bodement" wholesale coffee.
ashes and thereby easily take them.
• The county sands have to
natanths each year, and the trusties of
Miss Cora C. Woolf, stenographer from the wheels and othor iron parts
that can be worked over and used in;
each district have the right to say for Mocquot, attorney at law.
when the bungs atilt open, any
•
Mr. Charles Otey, stenographer for the shops.
'I week during the year they want to, Thompson, Wilson Sr Co.
,hut once opened they have to stay
Dispatchers Out.
Mr. Marshall Jones, stenographer
The past veeek or ten days the dis• the six months out. In the city the for I. C. Ry.
•
schools run nine months.
Mir. Wm. D. \Matson, stenographer patchen• for the N., C. & St. L. rail
hoed have been out upon a tour of
for West Kentucky Coal Co.
Examinations.
Mir. Chas. E. Render, bookkeeper inspection over the system between
here and Memphis and Nashville,
Superintendent Ilillinerton will one for Pittsburg Coal Co., city.
Mies . Psalm Durrett, stenographer posting up on the condition of the
week from tomorrow and Tuesday,
road. Chief Dispatcher Harry ,G.
January 29th and loth, conduct ex- for WI. F. Minnie:lb, broker.
Mu'. Walter M. Pate, bookkeeper, Johnston went out for three days and
aminations of people here at his office
looked over things, and when he reA SPECIAL EDITICN OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY
in the court house, and also at Pales- with I. C. Ry., city.
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT ore.
Mr. W. A. May, bookkeeper. cash- turned Dispatcher Frank Hoover went
. •
tine, in the county. There examinabest
cure
for
chapped
face
figs
out for a similar period, and was folALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
tions are for parties desiring county ier, I. C. Ry.
and hands. Wintry winds dry
Mr. E.. 0. Davis, bookkeeper, super- lowed by Dispatcher William Hills.
PRICE.
school diplomat.
up
the' - natural
moisture
•intendent Alden Knitting, Milks
New impeovemerns, additional tracks
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
es sae skin. Henry's Aseptic
Mr. Fred Ford, bookkeeper, clerk. and other work are always being
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
County Institutes.'
and timekeeper, Alden ICtsitting Milis. made to the road and the dispatchers
Cream
is
a
skin
food
that
supThe inetitures "nese by the county
Mir. Evan G. Faris, bookkeeper, R. go out for tours of inspection in orplies just the right blood moisttredve& s, have been closed for the W. McKinney & Co.
der to keep posted, this information
that is needed to make your
ure
will
be
them
•'winter, and no-more of
Mk. Thelt Futrell, bookkeeper, clerk being valuable to them in diapatchchapped skin soft and pliable.
conducted until the coming summer. fur Southern Express Co.
ing trains up and down the line.
Made of the purest ingredients,
Many will be had then at different
Mr. Vv-altee Grigsby, bookkeeper,
it is neither sticky nor greasy
portions of the county.
assistant for Dreyfus, Weil & Co.
Superintendent Left.
,Mss Rosa Lehrer, bookkeeper for
This morning at 1:40 o'clock Supt.
PADUCAH-CENTRAL.
Ell Guthri. •
Egan, of the Louisville division of
•
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
Mate Mary bee, stenographer, Win- the Illinois Central, left for his homs
like above is the name ia the corin Louisville after spending severa:
poration organized by Prof. Wm. C. stead Medicine Co.
of the
Strong, A. E. Strong and E. V. , Miss Clara Lanier, stenographer for days here looking over things in the
local shops, terminals, etc. OrdinarStroog to absorb Central Basilicas Geo. C. Wallace & Co. ."
DRUGGIST
College of Paducah, Ky., and take Vise Minnie Moore, stenographer ily he spends only about one day
here at the outaide, hut he has been
over tithe equipment of West Ten- /Or Hughes & Caklwell, insurance.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Mies Evo Matthews, stenographer here marly three days supervising
nester College School of Bieeneas at
prices ranging.from $16 to $100.
things.
Dyer, Tennemsee. The latttr School for Creacy, brolter.
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a
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-Robinson,
bookMr.
relief
THE
J.
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PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
of considerable accounting capes.MY PRICES ARE:
ience, a fine pArnan and a thorough keepsrsat-apaciall..works---- s
MANY THRONG THROUGH THE
Miss • Catherine Robinson, stenogseedier. The two colleges have a
HANDSOME QUARTERS OF
df°
larger attendance than either lees ever rapher, Paducah Commercial.Chrh.
DRUMMERS
Mies Pernie Shenweell, stenoghad, both being growing institutions
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW
FROM THE
of the modern type. The stock of rapher, Terrell Distillery.
FACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO
Thomas,
bookkeeper
M.
Mr.
C.
and
Paducah-Central vvill be held by Prof.
RAPMr Herbert Hecht Elected Secretary
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA
Strong Prof. Mitchell and one other stenographer, cashier ond bookkeeper,
PARLOR 'TO DISand
Councilman
Louis
Kolb
•
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PLAY THIS LINE.
of its teachers. :Both Business Cl- for college. ;SeaseseefeS'.11..
Director.
Mt,•..4,
\See Ine Wilson, stenographer for
leges are to be congratulated upon
I
HANDLE
EVERYTHING
Wlorks.
Vinegar
Paducah
TO
REPAIR
having effected a union so important
BROKEN VICTOR
And many others who are employed
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES
• to Paducah, the pr:sliminary arratigeWITH
Last evening the Paducah Travel- Not a drink, but
anents (or which were the object of in Paducah, but a larger number outa seasonable prep- YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIO
N
ing
Men's
eh&
held
Prof:
tatter,
the
side
the
These
city.
of
formal open4 a visit to Padticah by Ptiaf. T. C.
aration especially adapted for coughs HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL
iog,Of
their
new-,
scattered
the
over
Mate.,
and
INFORMATIO
are
Strong
elegant
N'
club
November.
last
Mitoheill
Prof.
and colds accompanied by fever as lit ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
Mitchell was rio pleased with Prof. United States, North and East, aaa rooms on South 1;ourth stritet beStrong's method of teaching book' far as Florida and Texas and as far tween Broadway and Kentucky ave- La Gripp, etc.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T
BUY A
keepnris es lb - dliterrnine to aoin hart west as Caiiifornia and Oregon. nue, and during the 'evening large
PIG
IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED
crowds of drummers ..v6ar at the place
..AND IF
in carrying it ,out on a larger scale Geode's*, holding diplomas fro M
Very Palatable.
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY. .
than hidi•fti. Prof. Strong has been raihted husinees colleges have entered looking over their assembly quarters.
50e and 51. Bottles.
assisted ht beilding op Central Bun- Central Btreinese College to pursue, Thee+ wire highly pleased with the
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
0
OF NEEDLES—
flees College by ?,n- Mary E. Who- lay modern methottba the branches of club rooms which are ample for the
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES,
WHICH I
demands and very cozily arrangsd
lary and by - Miss Mate sWft, MIMS saucily already covered iu their
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE
PROFITS
Evans and other teachers. Plie new nuts. Quite a number who took the rooms for the traveling men' to gathON MY NEEDLES.
arrangement is for -a larger teaching okl system!' so boarstfutty advertised er pas. away their time: write, play
•
i•1
DRUG
STORES.
force than ever and,'will bring to and were not eatiefied went to Cen- poolsor billiards or -engage themselves
MY
VICTOR.
TALKING
MACHINE
PARLORS
ARE
OPEN
& Jackson Sta. phone eat
Paducah-Central five new Remington tral aixl took the same branches over in ;vet whatever Manner they desire.
FROM i P. M. TO g P. M.
& Clay Sias phone 31.
During the gathering of the drumchine's, in addition to the seven again, in the modern way, and are
in controlpof teatral Business now doing well. One such increased mers, there they held a business meet
,
nearly her salary front three dollars per mg lo transact some business that
'CsAlefte, mallag, in all,
doubk the number of machines ever week to fifty dollats per month by had accumulated before them. One
treed
any one college in Paducah. so doing. "Delivering the geoids," is waseeto elect •a new secretary, Mr.
After "three „years': of increaeing pat- what Prof. Strong _calls the kind of Herbert HOOlreT heating resigned sevProf. Strong remarks ttse work Paducah-Central Is doing. This eral weeks agh. In effecting this they
ofact that he •dlodesthrat kilos- of a record Paducah-Central wia nuintain hose Mr. Herbert Hecht, of the
.carrying a greater teaching force Hiecitet ..& Company wholesale ckolhsingle one of its gradates who is
If you want your mdse. cleaned,
idle. Arno* ills Wit fiNing lucrative per capita of attendunce than other iag establishment of North .Third dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
whorl'st
street,
poeitions in this ere are:
Roee 3sg South Third Street. I have
Mrs Arthur K. Purdy, clerk for
Mr. Robert C. Beerier resigne.d his the nicest line el samples for tints
Give Him Trial.
Wallace WeiOrtia, 4*A,, s •
position as a director for the body In the dty. Suits made to order.
•
and
Mir, Arthur Everett,. stenographer
Mr. Louie Kolb, the councilman
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said that
• for N., C. & St. L. kr •
und druggist, was chosen to fill th.2
if Bud Ballinger, colored, wanted a
Vsktrokino, FAWN. Menograpber trial he would give it to hint Bal- pocittion until. the animal election
Si. L. Ry.
for N.,
linger is chiargeid with petty larceny which occurs, next July,.
t Miss Edna Kirkham, bookkeeper and
The club rooms are noir open day
if .the judge tries him now, he
nil steniogitither•IA. It, 'Snide Tann- will
not have to wait over tint* Judge and night for the benefit of their
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
bee creltPitty.
ilifi5;
'
tetapenele the grand jury at the members, and from expressions heard
THROAT
(bookkeeper Reed
We Write Anything in Insurance
Mr. It. N.
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night
there
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April term of circuit eteurt. Lizzie
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Office
Residence,
and
for
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Rooms 3 and 4.
•
e
Perkins claims Ballinger collected a congenial crowd there as the
Office/606 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Res1dence 1696
Columbia Building
se -Nellie J. Sto
Phet at.eo coming td her, and pocketed knights of the grip are very proud of
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/'
their quarters, which will be 'enlarged
Phgne roar—Red.
same.
Miss Ethel • Rotiert4nt. stenoas the order grows and there is' a
grapher for Arenristr Packing 'Ito.
demand for such.
Brick Thrown.
Mk. Vied ClIttiksheakkeeper at Armour Packing Co.
George Pearl, alias Georg RagsWoodworth. steno- dale, colored,,wae arrested yellterchaY
Mrs. Win.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
apher for the Netve-Diernocrat.
by Officer% Gourienx and Rogers on
Sold at
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COUNTY SCROIN

SCOOPING COAL

DON gly4 1.0SE

OPPORIDNITY
ANTRYIOUR

2.00 SHO

ALL STYLES

We Do Repairing!

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WARR.ANTED

Lendiet

L3-(don

Phone 675.

309 Broadway.

Henry's Aseptici
Cream for F.
Chaps

todittusuAr. $150 at 50c
•

Fine Selection of Copyright !Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.

DON GILBLRTO

J. H. Oehlschlaeger

CLUBROOMS OPEN

•••••••••••......

I

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound

••za

Victor Talking Machines
The Victor for $22.00

7-inch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

BACON'S
7th

Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, KY

L. L. BE-BOUT

re Childress

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER •

General Insurance Agency

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
"
•116 Fraternity Building

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
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Our Cut Price Sales Have Started With
Their GreatMoney-Saving Opportunities
ONE-FOURTH OFF ON CLOTHING AND OVERCOATS.
THE second week of our great end-of-the-season is on---the sale that hundreds of Paducah's
best dressed men keep a sharp lookout for each year because of its great money-saving opportunities. The season's best offerings in such famous makes as the Atterbury System, Hart,
Shaffner & Marx, Hamburger Bros. and others---none are reserved from this sale---blues and
blacks excepted. You have more than half of the winter to wear winter clothes. This annual
opportunity is eagerly seized upon by many for providing for more remote needs---those next
winter. Why not you do the same?
Men's and youths' $ao.00 Suits
and Overcoats
now

Men's and youths' $7.50 suits
and Overcoats
now
Men's and youthalto 00 Suits
and Overcoats
flow

Men's and youths' $1250
and Overconts
aow
Men's and youths' $ss oo
and Overcoats
now
Men's and youths' $16 so
and Overcoats
-now
Men's and youth's $01 oo
and Overcoats
now

Suits
.
Suits

Suits

Suits

7.50
9.38
11.25
12.38
13.50

You Save
OneFourth by
Making
Purchases
Now.

Men's and youths' $22 50 Suits
and Overcoats
now
Men's and youths' $as oo Suits
and Overcoats
now

Men's $27.50 Suits and
Overcoats
now
Men's $3o tea Suits anti
Overcoats
now
Men's $35 oo Suits and
ercoats
Overcoats

15.00
16.88
18.75
20.63
22.50
26.25

CLEAN-UP SALES, TOO, IN OUR CHILDRENS DEPARTMENT.
CARRIED
STOCKS
COMP LETE
OUR CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT NEEDS NO INTRODUCTIO N—THE ELEGANT AND
AND
SUITS
KNEE
BOYS'
ALL
OF
SALE
HERE ARE NOW WELL KNOWN TO EVERY hie/ifIER. IN THE CLEAN-UP
CENT.
PER
25
OF
A S AVING
CHILDREN'S SAILOR-RUSSIAN SUITS AS WELL AS OVERC OATS CAN BE BOUGHT AT

Just watch for our cut price sales now inaugurated if you want your money to do almost double service.
•
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government, I sihall demand
What does that mean? Vs Oat does plenty of lime. It may be necessary tives do regard the tariff as a graft of your
only it, and how, mine repto
know
it mean that wherever I have traveled to go back into the state and district., and just how far "protected interests"
me."
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the
for
come,
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return
make
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representat
whence
the broad highway of our conamercial-political corruption, whether in a but I am free to travel. You see, 'hav- sions we grant them by running our
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AMERICAN city or a state, always 'the footprints
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of the big eucessful political grafters sue the truth and—nail it.
FAMOUS INVESTIGATOR OF CORRUPTION
Washingin
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,
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d at Washington
better
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sentence:
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If
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ANSWER FOR THEM
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e
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We desire to inform all of having
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friend's friend; or,
The president told me once.---before state* of the United States, and
Kent on also in Minneapolis and Pitts
it transforms our guaranteeing all satisfaction and apor your party or your state or your burg and phliadelps arid Chicago. he was president—that the character spirit in which my congress discusses in itself, but that
rep- preciation.
river. It may be all right for "our" The causes were much the gamin and cf the house of representatives, for ..rate legislation, and the votes of my governments from.democracries
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a whole.
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itself. This may take time, but I have winter if they -and our repreientsover the...country, in cities and state:. a sympathetic national system..
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BUSINESS DEAL

NOTICE!
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this Week at the Kentucky.
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•
tive floral decoration for the cozy Sowell, anemic Terrell, Hattie Terrell,/
'humorous deetch ateeinding_>. keen
room, that were. filled with four Frances' Terrell', May Owen, Faith
'
1 thrusts ard brilliant tlisiteg-of satire.
tables of players. Mil's. James C.-Ut- Langstaff, Martha Davis, Elizabeth
• The- Filipinos. are 1: ed to leetome
terback won the done hand-prize on a Sinnott, Kathleen Wihitefield, Franceti
eitizens of the- Ideitea States, "the
cut
-with
others,
while
the
game
Romans.,
hown
night
Coleman, Itella Coleman, Ruth Weil;
Five nights. beginning Monday
with' - the greater
Iiiiel Or th •-li-aSe—rand of fine churches
with matinees Wednesday and Friday. sediritual beauty of the humble follow- tropy went to Mee William Hughes. Mae Gabel'; Messrs. Louis Brownand eo,coo 1.c:rota 5a-loons, Bibles,
ARE
ALREADY
Both
/winners
presented
their
gifts
to
ARRANGI
Co."
ers
NG foots and
of the Master, presents enthrallrow, of Washington, D. C.; Louis
"The Jewell Kelley Stock
gc:ns, iouac F., of prostitution,
FOR THE HEAD
Rieke, Herbert Hawkins,
Saturday matinee and night, "The ing contraists. No more 'absorbing the honored guest.
Walter
millionakes atid paupers, theologians
After
the
game
tempting
a
course
Iverson
enagedy
was 'ever received, no greater
Holy City."
Fred 'Wade, Inhat Illeecker,
CAMP "Hdas
and thieves, liberalists ahrt liars, polstage pictures ever presented. Spec- lunehieon was partaken of by the Horace Sowell, Edson Hart John
iticians add poverty, Christians and
guests
who
Mesdames
were:
W.
M.
tacle
Brooks,
and
powerful acting combine,
Charles Alkott, Plata AllComing for a Week.
chain gangs, trusts and tramps-, monEvaniville,
William cote 'Wallace Weil, Stew-art Sinnott
The Jewell Kelley Stock company scenes of encihantment inspire ennob- Rawks, of
Entertainments and Other Affairs ey and misery, homes and hunger, vir
Hustle*,
Gardner,
W.
A.
George
B.
Mlorton
ling
Hand',
thought.
The interpreting comDouglas Bagby, David
appears at The Kentucky this week
tue•atid vice. A land where you can
Being Given During the Year to
till Saturday, giving a matinee Wed- pany formed for bias, the second sea- Hiart, .John W. Little, Birdie Camp- Koger, Blanton Alien, John Sherwin,
got a gexid Bible for 15 cents- and a
bell,
James
Campbell,
Raise
Jr.,
Money.
Joe
Hubbard
son,
Exall,
and
night
perthe support of the author
Dr. I .B. Howell, G. Leake
nesday and Friday and five
had drink of -whisky for 5 cents;
S.
Welke
H.
P. Sights, J. C. Flour- Thompson.
•
formances. Monday night ladies will actor, is the strongest that could be
\-where we have a man in congress
noy,
Henry
Smith,
James
Utterback,
tEastr.,/
engaged;
the performances are again
be admitted free under the usual eonwith
:hrec wives and a lot in the penVictor
Voris;
Miss
Cte.ribel Rieke, Entre Nous Ladies.
Already the Woodmen of the itentiary
ditiOns. The company playa "A Fa- the most important theatrical offer of
for 'having two wives; where
Carrie
Rieke,
Anny
May
Yeiser,
The
Entire
the
yew.
Nous
World
Gentleman,
club members and
of this -city have commenced we
"
tal Step," "A Kentucky
put
man in jail flor not support
a
Frances
Coleman,
Rella
Coleman.
several others were entertained Wed- to make arrangements for the Head
"The Holy City" will appear at The
"A Ward of France," "Jesse James,"
mg his wife and on the rock pile for
41EfiL"le
nesdfay
afternoon
Camp
Kentucky
by
"H"
Mass, Nonima
of that order, which holds
Saturday next, in matinee
"The Fatal Wedding," "Nick Carter,'
As You Like It Club.
Hbpkins al the residence of her aunt, its biennial session here one year a, king for a ash of work; where we
"Sunset Mines," "L'Ord Fountleroyd and night.
have a congress of eco men who make
Mr. and Mrs. Muscoe Busmen had Mrs. James E. English of Fountain from next month, -and
etc. The company will 0011110 to the
which camp laws and a supreme court of nine
a
men
number
additional
of
guests
Friday
%venue - and Jefferson street The consists of all the lodges in the two
city most highly recommended as bewho set them aside; where good
evening
when
they
entertained
the
floral
arrangemen
states
ts,
of
gifts
an4
gamut
Kentacky
and Tennessee. whisky makes
yond the average stock company and
bad men and had men
As You Like It Club at their charm- tallies were evidences of the
* will play at popular prices. They
21ea-uti-- Instead of „soliciting public subscrip- make goed whisky; where
ing 'home on Wzt
newspapers
r
eproadway
.
It
was
Oriental
ful
tions
ideas.
The
memfor
gift
to
raise
money
daily ask that the public see them on
thee will be ale paid
suppressin
for
g
the
one of those
-truth and
oharruing
affairs
was
ber
taken by Miss Rolla Coleman, used in entertaining- the delegates, the
the openerg night and -say they will
(Continued from Page Two.)
made rich by telling a lie; where
always indulged in thene by their, and that for visitor by Mrs. Joha.W. local lodges have startedoit a series trusts
certainly eetablish themselves. Many
hold up and poverty holds
eager friends, The club prize of a Saott, while the consolation went to of entertainments that will
be given down; where
fine specialties interlard all the plays kirks Wirihe Lukins, Guthrie Thornwomen wear false hair
beautifut picture went to Men. Saund- Mire.. John W. Keiler.
every
few
weeks
for
the
corning
year, and men
presented by the company.
berry, Mamie Whitehead, Annie ers A Fowler, while them stein went
dock
their 'horses' tails;
An
attractive
course
the
luncheon was
money derived from which goes
Whitehead, GresAy Johnson, Bennie to Mir Hal Corbett for being
the best alter the card, served the guests of to the fund that will be used in caring Where we !nee prayer on the floor of
"The Holy City."
Ellen .Rueter, Lena Hall, gentieman player.
Mirs.
the afternoon, who were; Mesdames for the guests. The first of this ser- Oar natiunel capitaLand whisky in the
Large and appreciative audiences Olga Cornellison, Willie Cornellison,
cellar; Where we pay $15,000 for a'
Bradshaw, Jr., took the salver bodkin Victor Voris,' Armour Gardner, S. B. ies of ffairs will be a
grand masare again welcoming Gorden and Ben Agnes Dodd, Elizabeth Oehilischeaes set
dog and 15 cents a dozen to a poor
as visitor's gift for the lady, Pulliam, John Wt Keller, Thomas C. querade ball that will be given
the
nett's magnificent Biblical drama ger, Nellie Milburn; Masters James while
Mk. Eli G .Boone capitered Leech, William Marble, David Van evening of February 6th, at Wes 'woman far makinee shirts; where we
"The Holy City," the second season Lukins, John Lulcins, Windsor Nor- the scarf pin for visiting gentleman.
Culin, Henry Bradley, William Min- Flower's dance fball on the second and put 'a man in jail for stealing a loaf
being apparently of greater import- veil, Harry DIsIton Haft Dodd, Miles Luncheon of many delicacies
was nich, Wilharri Gilbert, Henry Grace, third floors above the Brunswick of bread and in congress for steatinsF
Whitehead,
ance than even the remarkable first.
Fred Johnston, Mack served after the game.
James Ckmients, Eli Boone, J. C. bowling alley on Broadway between a railroad." There is
much more
That theatre patrons are entertained Cowie., Edward Cowel, Jewel Milburn.
The guests of Mir. and Mrs. Bur- Flournoy, George
in the same vein ,for which we have
Barrel,
.
Fourth
John
and
Fifth
streets.
Every
two
Emmett
and bettered by the ever beautiful and
Oehischlarger, Geobel lied- nett were: Messrs. and Mesdiarnes
Scott; Misses Glass, of Miatitison, Ind.; weeks thereafter the Wtosienfen. will not space.
touching story—old as Christendom, Karsten ,Raymond Sutherland, Harry
Letters were read from lienderson,
give dances, entertainments, picnics,
Sutherland
.
founded upon gospel truths and the
Nlorgantielci and Cads where Mr.
excureinns,
and
other
affair*
this
In
teachings of the Nazarene, will not be
meaner they will gradually amass Fanning, who is to 'hold the gospel
dieputed by any Who have witnessed Surprise Affair.
many hundreds of dollars for their temperance rally /here one week from
the performance. The vivid setting
al29ny friends, Tuesday
evening
today, has already lectured, all speak
entertainment fund.
forth of teachings. which makes all happily surprised Mists Nettie VViyatt
ing of him in most enthusiastic terms.
Ordinarily
there
between
are
500
mankind kin, provide education which of 654 South Sixth street with a
The next meeting of the W. C. T.
andl eoo delegates attending the head
is inexpensive and instruction. werth dharming storm party. Being equal
camp meetings, and as none of tire. U. next Thursday aftsrnoon will be
a countless price to those who heed to the occasion the popular hostess
Paducah_ hens are large enough to a mothers' meetineeconducted by Mrs.
and who will endeavor to apply the furnished them with many amuseaccommodate a concourse of this Pearl Norvelt, the. stissetintendent of
simple, powerful example*.
ments, while dainty
refreshments
size, probabilities are the Kentucky the dep. enert.
idteefetine proAmong the many brilliant sicenes were served.
theatre will be procured fir the Oc- gram nen, he expected.
that the production 91 "The Holy
it'UlLhaM
casion.
Business Meeting.
Many elebrated. characters will atfaal:=2:::11=1:1=11::=UBBeff=ga
The Daughters of thy Confederacy
tend the seesion, including Mr. Wan
will have a business-. meeting :Wootett Mathews of Memphis, Tenn.; Col.
day afternoon at, 3:3o with Mrs.
Patterson of Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Berdie Campbell, at the residence of
Hon. William Curry of Chattanooga,
her mother, Mrs. I. A. Fowler, on
Mr. A. Y. Simmons of Pemboldt. QUESTION BE TAKEN UP BY
Broadway. All member, are urged
Tenn.; Messes. J. H. Brewer, Walter
THE CteMMISSIGald:PS AT .
to be present as important business
Hensley and Dr. Smoot of Louisville,
MEETING.
is to be attended te
and other distinguished men.
allandee4W
The head camp wall remain in sesMrs. Flournoy's Afternoon.
sion several days,(
free late gathering
Police Commission& .Maim Clark
Mrs. George Flournoy received
having been conducted at Nashville,
inseeerday said that prebabilities ee.c
formally Friday afternoon, many
Tenn.
friends calling to speed several happy
This evening a big open meeting his board wotsid not take any steps
hours at her home on North Seventh.
will 'be held by the lodge at Graham- regarding the police force unta their
She devotes that afternoon try music
ville, and a large crowd will gel down next regular meeting Which is the see
with her fisiende who are very fond
from here overland, leaving at dark und Monday night of February, three
of the gatherings that afford much
and returing late tonight after every- reeks from tomorrow nigie. When
asked in what manner the commishappiness for the guests. During the
thing is over with.
sioners would proceed to make the
afternoen tea was sereed.
cute, he replied that they had not yet
4L'aedatile
fully decided, having talked over this
Evening With Miss Dickey.
•
feature of :he proposition very little,
At her home in Ilion Wheek-r street
hut that things wot
NI:ism Lillian Dickey entertained a
be settled and
number of friends with a happy sothere made at their
st regular gath
era/ Friday evening. allany games and
ering the necessary eduction; so as
W
C. T. U. REPORTS SAY ai bring down the department expendelirious refreshments served to consJewell Kelley, of Jewell Keley Stock OR:
a delightful gathering that was
ses to within the apprepriat.toa made
THAT LIQUOR ADS ARE
company, at The Kentucky five participated
in by Misses Maggie
for that bureau by the municipai legREJECTE
D.
nights beginning Monday night, Berger. nen
islative. authoraios.
Metzger. Ethel Scopes,
with matinees Wednesday and Fri- Lydri Prince,
Sortie .-eem to think that in making
Laitrabel Prince Ella
day
Lathe, free Monday night, Payne, Bonk Burton.
• lac cuts that the newest men should
Lillian Dickey,
Conducted
Meeting
Wil
Mothers'
Be
usual condi4ons.
Willie Burton.
teem off, vneite others, have a dal-erCarrie
Crowder;
Thursday With Mrs NorNext
Naesers.
Albert
e:1e ideae of theeproposition, claiming
Berger,
Les*
Payne,
W
I I
Frank ilerger, Gus elortalands Tom
veil Leading.
many of he new men are abler paCity" present", none is more sensa- Aker, Frank Brown, Carl Elder, Waltrolmen than tonne of the old ones.
tionally superb than the one in which ter Gillam, Tom. Clark, Christie
It is probable that the commissioners
Salome. the beautiful daughter of- Greenwelk Basil Dickey. Pat Faker,
the meeting of the W. C. T. In will 'hold a private mening before -the
•
Herediae, dances befere King Herod Henry Ruoff, Charles Wurth, Edgar
last Thursday afternoon the first part open public one, and decide who is tb
and hi:. court. In diterhaneas drap- Whitis.
of the 'hour was given to eepores of L'' dropped, and then act accordingly
1114fLe1:-.111
ery, kaleithiscopie is butterflies' wings
committees and other Inisirees'mat- when the proper time arrives.
in reinlxne rays, ite aside Thine and Miss Sinnott Entertained.
Ail the asflicers nre kept upon the
tete.
.
,.
The soo club was delightfully enanxious
tench as 'they do not know
sfiallItlif around and above her nimble
Following this Miss. J. F. Dunn
flpet like clouds caressed by summer tertained Tuesday afternoon by Miss
who iv going to "get it in the neck,"
Fvelybody'
s
editorial
front
read
an
I winds, bending
and swaying . • bar- Elizabeth Sienott at her handenne
Magazine for January, stating its po-'therefore the unceetainty is an agonie
In the "HOLY CITY"
mellow motion to the enticing mu- home on Ninth and Monroe streets,
sition
in regard to publishing, or rath ing questiott viith tht•-.n that they
e sic played the royal dancer floats like at which time cedes two visit*** were
Mit==
===
et not publishing liquor advertise- want seatka quickly. Of course sonic
a bubble on the palace terraces, be- outside the club anembership. Durments or any others of a fraudulent will have calec foe regret after the
'itching the intoxicated monarch who ing the game NhM4-len Vei1le cap- Henry Overby, A. R. Meyers, George May Cede Frances Oilman, Relia characteS.
settlemeet.
first offers' half hic. kingdom. but fin- tured the pi-dirge. while following the Langstaff, Eli Boone, Henry Hughes', Coleman. !Idle Hatfield,
After the force i..; cat d&w.i then
HolThe writer states that when the comes the
were Edmund Noble, Campbell Flournoy, land,
ally erants the head of John the Bap- cards dainif refreshments
question of I-cilia:Tieing
Terrell,
Frances
Sarah'
. Sanders, present owners purchased the magatist, Sc a rewardefot lifensuoite delight. served. /
Saunders Fowler, Victor Voris,• Oscar Marina's Bagby, . Robbie
the city and enlarging the beats so
Loving,
Those enjoying the afternoon there L.
zine two and- one-half years ago it the
Exquisite as are the sutroundinge of
Gregory, . Robert B. 'Phillip Ilfelee Decker, Ethel Morrow, Elizaeieduced number 'of null -ern lee'.
this detation, its dramatic intensity were/111-r*. W. M. Rawls, of Evans- George C. \Vanier, Will Bradsaaw, beth Sinnott, Anna env noses, A nne was decided not to accept any "pat- after the territories presided oder roe,
o))
ville Ind; Miss Mary Glass of Nftadi- Jr., Hal
is never lost; the conspiracy .of its
Corbett, Joseph L. Friedman, Boswell, Lillie Mae NIcGlathery, ent medicine, fraudulent or other .; by whoever is .te he let u.. t. • Cern
son, Ind.; Mesdames Thomas C. Harrison
jectionable advertising," and that for
fatefta endieg hidden for tlic momeat
Watts, of Charlotte, N. C.; Blanche Hills. Helde Mole
nti4donee Jo/m.11;31.4s: illvocE,:.t.: y,,
r!
Lendle.arr
firstassue'under the new menage - dee
the
nour
Gardner,
I,.
A.
all'ashMesdames, Berdie Feeder Campbell,
by the alluring beauty of the scene
the *ten A ittlik" during the day
mete
tantent,
Cope,
G.
busiMT
toot)
worth
of
Will
if
this
Bradshaw,
kind
Armour Gardner, Mes Carrie.
burst upon the AC11SC.S in a climax of
time when -the rut is made and pr .
Jr„ A. R. Meyers, John W. Keder, Rieke.
ness was; declined although the com- bly
To Suburbsn Home.
Adine Morton, Cherie Nfortorj.
tragic acting seldom withesesed on a
also during the night' time. Ile
Henry Bradley 0. L. Gregory. I. D. -Frances
pany had we for the money at thy also
-Gould; Messrs. E. R. Robin stage. Marie de Peau, the Frencn
says they intend takate the paDr. and Mrs. W. IL Sander& and
Wilcox; Hai .Cfnbett. Robert R.
.
Ron, of
Boston, NItise.; John S. daughter, alisa Sallie, will tomeerbw time.
emotional actress, specially engaged
from tin' deendeen district
trolmen
PhiHips, James P. Smith, Victor laieeckeld
With the exception of The Century, altogether- and putting than
Aigernein Coleman. William move hack to their summer home in
to play Salome in the Ewen gives to
out ie
Vorie Birdie Campbells Will Hughes. Rieke, Charles
Reed', Dr. I. B. Howell. Arcadia, after spending the winter at the Delineator and the Ladies' Home the reeidesce per; of town, his idea
the difficuk- role that fire and inten- Ben
Weille, J. C. Flournoy.
e sity ,which the cherecter demands.
Hotel Craig on Fifth and Jefferson Journal, it is claimed that at thait being that. crowds ars always i..2wi.
Clarence Bennett? the author, in se- In Honor
Rural Entertainment,:
street,.
The first of next month Mr. time, nearly if not all the general meg town and police peeeeetioa not tendof Mrs. Rawls,
lecting for his -beautiful drama the
and
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and azines contained from five to twenty ed as ninth ae out in tin residence
Mee Matt Reels of Evansville
A party of friends Thur,day eventhrillingaterrative of St. John the had., was the honored guest
child
move back to Arcadia for the pages of advertising that Everybody's districts, voiere the' men of the house'
for a dle- ing happily stirpriend Mr. and Mrs.'
would net accent at any price.,
Bale ist. zettrely
Isave Clair families alone fur all day.
!summer
months.
chose the most ligh(fel card' party given Monday; Charles' Bichon, who resides
several
Since then a three number of perigdratuaticAitory ever told. The epoch alter/mete by Mire. C. C. Warren in miles front
One of the councilmen yesterday
this -city oti the Cairo
I covering the 'birth of Christianity pro the apartments
ridicale, among 'them McClure', lilun- 'aid the direst ot-tlre- coitunia-simers
Land by the Acre.
of the latter at Scott pike. The delegation swooped 'leen
vide cenes of vivid comparison; the flats on Sevent'hend Broadway. -Ferns
ety's and Pearson's magazine's, Col- to take ac police as, ay from deep
none those well known people and
There is nothing safer or• more
arrogant and sensual splendor of the and !lotted, plant• fertneel an attracas we edne
spent a delightful time under the q)47Wk profitable than in buying land by the lier's Weekly an. the Methodist pa- town is at out as fe
pitable roof. The 59cial closed with acre near Paducah and 5elling it in pers have fallen alto line 'and have de- he ever heara of that iessly doing.
clined many thousands of &Mars' continued that this' waft only a mist
service of light refreshments.
two years by the let and thus make worth of Offs' class of advertising.
of the commissioners to try and i,;4
Those Present were: Mr. and Mr>. eon per cent. We 'have laud between
In the February iSlitte. 04 Every- the business; people to believe 'their
Robert E. Rudolph, NIfases. Emma the Hinkleville and Afton Heights
Kleybacken Louise Rottgering, Dora road that we sell at $t5o per acre. body's, facie, this item appeared{ "We property wi'l not ase looked aft e, so
'have omitted from the else& of all the merchants lanuld rise up and try
Ilitmenel; Messrs'. Wilt Rottgering, Oneethird cash. We have land if ten
whisky, liquor and other objection, to prevent the "cut heave made. 'Phis
Gus I.egeay, Cites. Rottgering.
are taken that we would lea for $r5p able advertising. When we weree -aek councilman
, continued that the cut
41/W-ilitt
per acre ,froating on. the Hinklevilre ed if a high-priced champagne 'adver- wertad stand, and that
police would be
Series of Germaas.
road, one mile 'beyond the city limits. tisement would be atoepted
we were kept down town also, despite
atMonday evening at The Palmer We ham a 37-acre tract or an TR not even tempted
to take it. We be- tempted 'hoodwinking on the ea- of
many danced another of the eyries of acre tract on the Hinkleville road lieve
in clean advertising, and we wish the commissioners.
germane given by Me Cotillion cloh ind miles. beyond the city limits at
all the high-grade magazines
Some of d e • .1,that
.
diming the past few weeks It was $125 per acre, one-tided caste If you ,
would decline these whisky, liquor raised the question that .1-0 pulite:nen
a most charming and attractive bail have some money' to invest now is
and patents' nostrum advertisements. were elected fbr one year, see) e in
greatly enjoyed, under leadership of the opportunity. Full partiettlera.on
They mint come 'to it before leng." for that !time, therefore they. . neot
Ivar. Louie Rieke, Jr.
requeet.
•
Those el'ho west the -white ribbon be di-eharatd, but .ithersneitend the
Those on the floor weve: alesers.
Edgar^W. Whittemore Reid Estate regret that a" publication taking ‘‘uch department can he
reduced just elle nand MMAIMICA, E. P. Noble. D. B. Agency, Fraternity building. Both
a high demi does not place cigarettes ever the legislative hr's so •dteire.
Sanders. George Langetaff, Jam. W. phonee 835.
on its. list of .̀`objectiopable advertisChief Collins yesterday said Pt
Scott, C. Meatterkk Mrsdemes J. GT
•ing," and will venture the prolictinn cafh did not fare a se well ee' C' aver)
Brooks, George Flotation C. B. Hat-, Three men were killed in a wreck that
ie the not distant %Mee this will this year. At
Ces the
field, J .M. Buaner;'Misses Blanche on the Seaboaiel Air Line at Minor,
follow.
fore(''Was I •- ,sed by 5W men. el' n
A Scene in "The• Holy City."
Hills, Myrtle Decker; -Hearn Decker, a seen,' ts-aunts, seven nailer out front
Tise next exercise was the reading Ihert• 11114
' eg raised a
cut
Halie IIisey, Ethel Brook*, Cantine Atlanta.
ef an "Appeal to the Filipinos," a down fat $7,."
l'
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CUT POLICE FORCE

- ADVERTISING
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11BLE TO BE OUT IMPROVEMENTS POPULAR WANTS Paducah Transfer Company

You have never tasted

NYTHIN

WANTED—To rent 5 room house,
with all modern improvements, cenMR. OWEN INGRAM CAN NOW COUNTY CLERK MOVES BACK
trally located. Will pay good rent.
INTO QUARTERS TOLEAVes, HOME AT ST.
Address X Y •Z, this office.
DAY,
LOUIS.

as delicious as Mrs. Carrie -13Ithe

Celebrated
Candy

Little May Cobb Run Over and Painfully Injured Yesterday—Other
Laing People.

Free samples given away from 4 to
lo p. m. Saturday.

Mr. Owen Ingram, of St. Louis,
writes that be will be able to get out
this or next week, after laying up
two months N. ith injuries caused by a
street car starting up too soon•as be
was aligthting mad throwing him to
is many
the ground on his bead.
frieteds here ill be glad to learn his
injuries will not prove fatal, as foe a
while it waktiought they would.

AT

MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE RBXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Sunday Morning, Jan. 21, 1906.

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

Chill Run Over..
:earning early Mrs.
Yesterday
.si6 South Fourth
Alt138=Cobb,
etreet, sent 1 er .yea -old daughter
May to a nearby grocery for a package.1 As the child was around Fourth
and Norton streets some man and
woman driving a d >able team attached to a buggy whirled around the intersection also and crashed right into
the little one, who was knocked down
and run over, her face and head being
painfully cut. She was picked up
and carried home where physiTierts at
tended her. The pair in the rig never
as much as stopped to ascertain the
txtent of her injuries, but 'hurried on
their way. It is not known who they
..re.

Mr. Clyde Collie and wife of Mur-ray, are visiting Mr. and Airs.
Preston Schotta.
Mrs. Charlotte Cosby, of South
Tenth, yesterday went to Henderson,
Ky., where she was called by the
death of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Ivan
Denton.
Mr. }tarry C..Rhodes, the furniture
mare yerSterday went to Evansville
and Leuisville, Ky., on bueiness.
Menaler Moved.
Mts. M. E. Bolingee and 'grand- I Stationman Fred /slienaler, of the
da ughter, Janie Anderson, are visiting .renal and Jones fire department
Mfrs. M. E. Beadles on North Fifth
house, bas been moved to his private
'Mr. James-Z. Bugg, the tie man, hias
house at Sixth and' Washtisoarding
returned bane a trip to Alabama.
Where he will remain
Mr..leadore Klein yesterday re- ingt°n $ureet.8' from this injured knee,
moil...recovered
turned from a drunnering trip to
hurt when "Sk.et ter" ran away with
Illinois.
several days ago near Oak
him
Mr. Hughes McKnight has returned
and compelled him to leap for
Grove
from a drumming trip through Ten-I
safety.
his
nessee
Nfr. R. E:'..,vard AShbroole heft this
Able to Sit Up.
morning for Cincinnati, Ohio to meet
Atkinson is now able to
Pat
Mr.
:nsome people of that city who are
terested with Padtuach capitalists in sit up in his room at the New Richthe Paducah Bellfros: Gold Mining mond hotel, and will be sufficiently
company tint was. organised .to de- recovered to come out the last of this
velop some mining (lands in Nevada. week. He has been laid up for four
MT. Henry Nagel, the butcher, this weeks with pneumonia and was at
morning returned to his home in death's door for ,sevestal day,.
Louisville, after visiting his son,
Hand Getting Well.
Dr. James Nagel and other relatives
here. He has been living in the
Mr. Jesse Moss' band is getting
Falls City for several years now.
much better, butit will be a week or
Mr. and MTS. Charles James of two yet before he is able to resume
Evansville, Ind, are visiting, Mr. and his duties at the basket factory in
Mr. Charles Kiger.
Mechanicsburg.
Miss Mamie Graves, of Dycusburg,
Ky., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. T.
Other Ailing People.
Glenn, of South Fourth.
Mrs. Richard Tolbert io confined
.Captain E. R. Dutt, the tie king, at her home with an attack of typhoid
was over from Broolcport, where he fever.
is loading 200 cars with ties being
Dr. Richard Walker continues to
shipped. North.
better at tht 'railroad hospital on
get
returned
Mrs. J. P. Province has
Broadway with his attack of
West
from visiting Mrs. Edward Thomas,
cannot yet leave his bed.
fever,
but
of Fulton.
week
Contractor Pat IIalloran arnived He will be able to sit up this
time.
some
Bluff.
front
Cedar
here last evening
Mr. John Vs'oolfork is about over
Dr. Robert Sory his returned from
visiting his brother, Dr. J. D. Sory, of the narrow escape,114.11aad from the
overdose of opium, and will be able
Madisonville.
Mr. R. F. Warren is here from to eleatnne his duties tomorrow at the
furniture factory.
Guthrie, Ky., visiting bis brothers.
Mrs. Lee Rose•is slowly improving
from the serious attack of illness that
has confined her for a week or two.

FOR RENT—Furnas ed rooms,
modern conveniences, 622 Jefferson.
Judge Lightfoot's Office Now Being Phone 1735.
Generally Worked Upon by
the Artists.
TO RENT-,--Two or three rooms,
unfurnished, for light hotreekeeping
Must be within) six squares of Third
Yesterday the, handsome improve- and Broadway., • Enquire tie South
ments at the county clerk's office Third street.
were finished and, Olerk Hiram Smedley said, he would devote today to
FOR SALE—A lot of up-to-date
moving his effects back in front the office furniture. Telephone 1663. county courtroiom Where the office
force has been while the improveFOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
ments, were being made. He takes for gentlemen at an) North Fourth
advantage of today in :ler tO have street.
things in shape for bu ess tomorrow morning. Now thst the artk's
FOR RENT—Srx-rooen cottage,
office has been finished, the paper- No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reghanger% painters and others have ister office.
started in on *se office of Judge
Richard Lightfoot, who says the balFOR RENT—Cottage on Jeffereott
ance of the offloads must not get street near Sixth. V.215111/iPe 01 W.
ahead of shim, and that he will have Patterson.
his place iooking anew when the artists finish their work.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furnWith completion of the judge's ished or tmfurnished, at The Inn on
office this finishes the work of putting North Seventh street; a mast- desirathe entire first floor of the court- ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
house into first class condition. Last Brooks.
year the circuit courtroom and circuit clerk's office was fixed up, as ' WANTED--Salesinen with experwere both of the lruge hallways lead- ierke in this or other lines to sell
ing through the building.
jewelry with special advertising featJudge Lightfoot last summer had ures to general trade. Bond and refseveral beautiful flower beds placed in erences required.
McAllister-Conn
the courthouse yard co/criers, while Company, 356 Dearborn street, Chiyesterday he said that the coming cago.
spring he would have a flower bed
put ail around the courthouse buildWANTED — Agents — Luminous
ing, right up against the walls, and
=Impieties, signs, numbers; readable
then plant geeaniunts inside, in order
darkest nights; easily sold; profits
to have an unbroken-string of three large,;
samples free. Wright Supply
flowers
pretty and sweet smelling
Co., Englewood, Ill.
right underneath the windows of the
WANTED—Cady of fair education
to represent manufaCturer for 5936 as
district manager, established business.
Salary arxi expenses weekly, position
permanent, eirperie*e unnecessary.
Address J/E. McBrady St, Co., ChiOF cago. /
PART
ON
SLEEPINESS
OFFICERS BE DONE AWAY
WITH.
WANED—Two men tn each Court
ty o represent hardware department.
/Established house. Salary Sal weekly. Expense money advanced. AdNew Presidents Will See Things
dress Hardware Desk L., the ColumStarted Off Early As Regards
bia House, Chicago.
Improvements.

(incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Office
Superior Facilities for
2nd and:Monroe
Handling Freight, Machinery
Both 'Phones it
And Household Goods.

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Weil & Co

6

FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Boiler-

Campbell tilock.
Office Phone 369.

-

Residence Phone 736
Ad•••

For Vaults, Mbauments.
and Oa1 Cemetery

Work

Use

GREE14-R1VER STONETHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSWHITENESS; does not beURE AND THEN RETAINS
come dark and discolored.
- Alffil
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, i6og TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY.

1

THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
SHOW
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.

CUT IT out

Ed D.Hannan
PLUMBING
STEAM FITTING.
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St., ps Kentucky Avenue.

FOR RENT—Five room cottarge
President Oscar B. Starks and for the week, except for a short
President George 0 MeBroom, of the
aklermanic and councilenanic beards
respectively, yesterday stated they in107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
tended seeing this year that the public
DENTIST.
bodies did not ddly-dially along like
they did during 1905 and Igoe in preOffice over Globe Bank and Trust
W.
paring for the street invprosseagents
Co., 306 Broadway. •
not
which
were
work
public
and other
•
gotten started until the two past years
FINK OLD WIN EB AND winsines.
l
fait,
before
until right
Everything seasonable in tbs eatable line served to order. A
ttaatteri
bod
to be stppe with
theofrdila
fine
noonday lunch for as cents.
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
completed, arid let id% in that UnfinTELEPHONE NO. 444.
ished shape until the following spring.
As the result the public has irad to
bear the blunt for the dilatorinese,on
Pictures, Diplotnaa, C.ertUlFatint,
part cif the authorities, as the public
Water and Oil Colors,
pet>.
highways vrould be torn-up and
Mottos and Colanders
ple coin/pried to use thorn in that objectionable condition.
Framed right up to date in five minMessrs. Starks and, McBroom will
utes time at the
at the next meetings of their respective boards, take up the questions of
improvements for this year, so ar4.311 Broadway.
ranginents can be started off, con"
tracts let and everything be in shape
for immediate commencement of the
work when there opens up favorable
There got aviay yesteruay afternoon
spring
weather that is needed for
steamer
Tennestee
river
the
for the
these out-of-door improvements.
Kentucky. She remains up that
Last year the Kentucky avenue and
stream until next Thursday night.
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIGHT Jefferson street improvements were OF PADUCAH WILL GIVE A BIG
The Dick Fowler returned front CAR COMPANY AND
not started until in August, and a* MASQUERADE BALL FEBRUCairo lett ,night and—lays here until
CONCERN MOVED YESresuit the avenue was finished only ARY 6TH AT FLOWER'S HALL
temnreowAorning at 8 o'clock befoce
TERDAY.
Fourth, and Jefferson onyi toFiftth. OVER THE BRUNSWICK BOWLto
that
skipping away os arf -return for
sidiewalks along both sides of ING ALLEY ON
Thecity.
7•:,
'
BROADWAY
thoroughfare were torn tip, and NEAR
each
"The steamer Clyde will come out of
FIFTH.
JONES',
- B10
they are now
the Tenneseee fiver late tomorrow Their New Quarters at 406 Broadway then winter came, and
DOUBLE BAND
FURNISHES
condition,
laying in that impassible
Have Been Put in Metropolitan
night and lay until 5 o'clock WednesTHE MUSIC FOR BCYTil FLOORS
ail through neglect on part of the THAT WILL BE USED. ADflay afternoon before getting away on
„Condition.
things
gettiog
Of Padue"h, Kentuckw,
board of worlds; in
her return that way.
'MISSION Si; LADIES FREE.
started off so late in the year.
Theo Joe ;FOwlar conies in today
MASKS
z
REMOVED
AT
A.
M.
Capital a,nd Surplus $1559c0001
During 1804 the work on the bitufrom Evansville and lays uptil to
Yesterday the move was made by d* along Broadway from Fifth to
o'clock tomorrow morning before the light and traction company of
••••.
,MD
Ninth, did not get starte& until very
skipping away on, her return trip.
this city, which transferred its offices late, and as result the sidewalks along
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
There left yesterdp for Evansville from South Fourth street, and also
were in an impassable s'hape
TELEPHONE 54C\
the John S. Hopkins which comes from Broadway between Fifth and there
W.
VAN
N.
CULIN
.CASHIER.
nothing
through out the winter when
back again Tuesday.
regular
banking
business..
Sixth streets, to their new building on could be done.
Transaits
all
Solicits your deposits. Pays 4,
Five Nights, Corrunenciag
The Buttorc will come in today Broadway near Fourth, which has
The Republicans state they intend
per cent per annum on time certcate of deposits.. Safety boxes in ire
from Naihville and leaves tomorrow been arranged foe them in elegant
adopting a few reforms akmg this
morning for Clarksville.
com
traction
or
the
proof vault for rent at $3 to Su) per yeer as to auto. You Carry your owsi •
style. The street car
Line, and break up the practice
pany has been maintaining its offices public boards have of indulging in
kiry ant no one but yourself has accesa.
•:744.71MINK
on Legal • Row between Broadway that lethargic condition until good
Matinees Wednesday and Friday.
aM Kentucky avenne, while the gas weather opens up, when they then
Mit
company, controlled by the same peo- come out of their public deep and
THE FAMOUS
114$4444444114441.4444+444444
ple, had its uptown office at 510 happen to remember that many imBroadway. The building at No. 406 provements are to be made, btst no
new r
The
Broadway was fixed up for the offices arrangements effected..
of both concerns that consolidated in hoards intend etarting right away,
this respect and moved in yesterday. get through wall all the predininaries,
The new place is arranged in a very sad then if spring is not open, all
Opening Bill Monday Night.
up-to-date and metropolitan manner, they have to do is an wait for the
Liver Capsules
catch
not
and dee Whines" of both concerns good weather, ishich grill
For Torpid Liver ad Malaria.
will be etransaCted 'Out of those them without contracts let.
Big Speciakies
WE HAVE OBTWED FRoM quarters.
—6
6—
Stages Yesterday.
MRS. BETTIE SOULS THE I)
Seriff Iohn W. Ogilvie and JugRIV
Ladies free Monday night,. when
Cairo -25.3, rising
ILEGE 1'0
SELL liet diarlet Emery will tomorrow
accompanied by a person holding a
mese into the offices heretofore ocChattanooga—So, falling.
THESE WELL
AND EXpaid 30 cent ticket, if purchased becupied by the ca.r company on South
Gincirrnati-28.5, falbng.
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND Fourth street; these public officials
fore s p. m. Monday afternoon.
Evansville-24.7, rising.
NOW OFFER THEM. IN THEIR having leased the suite of rooms last
'Florence-72.0, rising.
Prices: roe, 20C and 30c. Matinee
llo4stsonville--to.2, rising
ORIGINAL FORM, AS 'INTRO- month and were 'just waiting for
prices: Children :ors adults asc.
fabling.
DUCED AND S0104:00R VERIVS them to be vacated by the car con•44.0444+14444.4444.H.44414÷11
Seats now on sale.
cern that could not do so until their
Mk. Carmel-8.8, standing.
BY THE LATE Dit. NELSON
new building was gotten into finished
Q.I, falling.
_SOULE. 25c EACH.
condition . Thc sto Broadway (buildPittsburg-7.8, rising.
Southern' members in cbngress prit
ing vacated by the gas people is to
Davis Island Dam-9.2, rising.
UbS
&ally have reaChed an agreement on.
he vacant for the present as nobody
St. Lotis-7.2,
la
.r"
a national quarantitis measure.
Paductih-2!.a,
is going into sante.
.
•
Druggist
Fifth and Broadway.

THE RIVERS

GENERAL OFFICES

• the Buffet

Dr. Sidney Smith

,

C. Gray, proprietor.

R. t. HEARNE

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

For Audit'. • Adjusting, Opening
or Closing ; ks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

W. 0. W. BALL

JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.

THE GLOBE BARK & TRUST CO

THE KENTUCKY

MONDAY, JAN. 22

SOULE'S BALM
FOR T1EE SKIN

SOULES

JEWELL-KELLY
Stock Company

"A Kentucky Gentleman"

lipixt4gip

E.E.COULSON,

...PLIIIIIIINL.,
Steam and Hot Water Realm).
Phone 133.

R. W. WALKER & CO.

529 Broadway.

cribe For The Register,„

